SUB: RESULT OF AUDITIONS FOR MUSIC TEAM FOR TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATION

Swarmudra Music & Dance Society, Srijan, GGSIPU conducted audition for MUSIC TEAM for Teacher’s Day Celebration on 29th Aug, 2014. The following students were selected for performing Saraswati Vandana on Teacher’s Day:

1) Shaleen
2) Prakhar
3) Olivia
4) Rebekah
5) Saquib
6) Annie
7) Tenzing
8) Rashmi
9) Ekta
10) Aayush
11) Sahil Malhotra
12) Dhitika
13) Manasi
14) Akshay
15) Akshat (Tabla)

All other students are informed that their name has also been selected for the pool of students in Music club and they can be given chance to perform in activities later on.

**Important:** All the interested students (who may or may not have auditioned) must fill the forms for membership to the club and submit to the undersigned before 8/9/2014 which is a mandatory requirement to be a member of the club and participate in future activities.

Dr. Shipra Mital Gupta  
(Faculty Co-ordinator)

Dr. Anshu Gupta  
(Faculty Co-ordinator)